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The UN Treaty to Prohibit Nuclear Weapons
opens for signature and ratification from

20th September 2017
ASK YOUR MP TO SUPPORT IT
The UN's ground-breaking Treaty to Prohibit Nuclear Weapons (TPNW) makes
nuclear weapons clearly illegal and provides a framework for their total
elimination. It creates two legal pathways for a nuclear-armed country like
Britain to join the treaty and get rid of Trident.
WILPF is a long-standing partner in the International Campaign to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons (ICAN). We advocated successfully for the TPNW to
recognise the specially appalling nuclear impacts on women and girls, and to
ban threats to use nuclear weapons along with core prohibitions on activities
like the use, development, testing, manufacture, stationing and deployment of
these WMD.

Engage your MPs to sign this pledge to work for the UK to sign
this important Treaty and bring it into full legal effect.

“We, the undersigned parliamentarians,
warmly welcome the adoption of the UN Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons on 7 July 2017 as a significant step towards the realization of a nuclearweapon-free world.
We share the deep concern expressed in the preamble about the catastrophic
humanitarian consequences that would result from any use of nuclear weapons
and we recognize the consequent need to eliminate these inhumane and
abhorrent weapons.
As parliamentarians, we pledge to work for the signature and ratification of this
landmark treaty by our respective countries, as we consider the abolition of
nuclear weapons to be a global public good of the highest order and an essential
step to promote the security and well-being of all peoples.”
All parliamentarians can sign up at
www.icanw.org/projects/pledge

